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ADB is committed to achieving a prosperous, inclusive, resilient, and sustainable Asia and the Pacific, while sustaining its efforts to eradicate extreme poverty.

Established in 1966, it is owned by 68 members—49 from the region.
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ADB supports projects in developing member countries that create economic and development impact, delivered through both public and private sector operations, advisory services, and knowledge support.
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Learn about ADB activities in member countries and regional offices.

Get information on country economic data and analysis, development assistance, and regional initiatives.
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With employees from more than 60 countries, ADB is a place of real diversity.

Work with us to find fulfillment in sharing your knowledge and skills, and be a part of our vision in achieving a prosperous, inclusive, resilient, and sustainable Asia and the Pacific.
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ThinkAsia relaunched and new global knowledge hub

The Asian Development Bank Institute (ADBI) today relaunched ThinkAsia as a new global knowledge hub for sustainable development. A free-to-use, mobile-responsive website, ThinkAsia brings together the latest research, news and events from across the world.  Hosted by ADBI it is open to think tanks, universities and other organizations working in sustainable development to become partners and share their latest research and upcoming events. Read more here.
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A closer look at maternal and newborn healthcare in Asia

Maternal mortality rates in developing Asia are still high, with many lacking access to affordable and high-quality public healthcare. A holistic and comprehensive approach to care provision can ensure that women and children receive seamless care services covering prenatal health, delivery, the post-natal period, childhood, and beyond. Read more on Asia Pathways.
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Regional trends in the spotlight during second roundtable of Asian Climate Finance Dialogue

The second discussion session of the ADBI-ADB Asian Climate Finance Dialogue took place in Tokyo on 21-22 February. Following the first roundtable in November 2023, discussions during the second session focused on three main topics: spreading the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures, preparing for the adoption of International Sustainability Standards Board standards, and addressing the challenges related to Scope 3 emissions disclosure. Led by ADBI Dean Tetsushi Sonobe and ADB Climate Change and Sustainable Development Director General Bruno Carrasco, presentations were also given by ADBI’s Sayuri Shirai, representatives from CDP Worldwide-Japan, and Japan Exchange Group. Views were shared on the status of corporate climate disclosure and planned actions by representatives from financial regulatory agencies of ASEAN, Hong Kong, China, Japan, and the Republic of Korea. The project aims to increase the understanding of climate-related information disclosure and promote policy action among governments and financial regulators to scale-up climate finance.
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Can electric vehicles lead the way to a sustainable future?

Electric vehicles have increased in popularity through efforts by governments to encourage environmentally friendly vehicles in the transportation sector. However, their rapid uptake has come with public concerns, such as about battery disposal and the sources of energy used for charging. Read more on Asia Pathways.
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  Calls for Papers We are looking for original research papers








Asia Pathways Blog

	8 March 2024Enhancing access to maternal and newborn healthcare in developing Asia
	16 February 2024Can electric vehicles lead the way to a sustainable future?
	9 February 2024 Mitigating climate-related sovereign risk to accelerate action on the climate emergency
	5 February 2024 Water security through effective wastewater management: Lessons from Japan’s public–private partnerships
	18 January 2024Asia in need of dialogue for scaling up climate transition finance
	12 January 2024Tools and principles for creating fiscal space for climate adaptation


See all blogs







Events




	22 Mar 2024
Webinar Series on the Economics of Climate Change Episode 4: Economic Tools and Solutions to Stop Natural Capital Degradation 

	25 Mar 2024
Online Workshop: Utilizing Private Sector Involvement at the Local Level Through Public–Private Partnerships to Enhance the Delivery of Sustainable Water and Sanitation Services in Asia

	26 Mar 2024
Policy Dialogue on Enhancing Pacific Ecosystems for Entrepreneurship and Innovation









See all events



News




	18 Mar 2024ThinkAsia relaunched by ADBI as new global knowledge hub


	15 Mar 2024OECD-ADBI Roundtable Promotes Enhancing Cooperate Governance Toward Sustainable Growth in Asia


	30 Jan 2024Developing Asia Journalism Awards (DAJA)










See all news









Employment Opportunities

	Research Associate (Full-Time)Closing Date: 15 March 2024
	Capacity Building and Training Associate (Full-Time)Closing Date: 29 March 2024




Books




	[image: ]Digital Transformation for Inclusive and Sustainable Development in Asia

Rapid and unpredictable digital technology innovation is reshaping economic, social, and cultural systems. 
	[image: ]Navigating Resilient Post-Disaster Recovery in Asia and the Pacific

Post-disaster recovery entails physical or material reconstruction and the social and economic recovery of the affected communities.








See all books





Latest




	 


Publication

19 Mar 2024
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Addressing Water Shortages Using a Community-Led Approach




A community-led approach engages the urban poor and other stakeholders in identifying, implementing, and sustaining a project.





	 


ADBI News Release

18 Mar 2024
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ThinkAsia relaunched by ADBI as new global knowledge hub




Hosted by ADBI, it is open to think tanks, universities, and other organizations working in sustainable development to become community partners and share their latest research and upcoming events.





	 


ADBI News Release

15 Mar 2024
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OECD-ADBI Roundtable Promotes Enhancing Cooperate Governance Toward Sustainable Growth in Asia




Tokyo, Japan – From AI’s use in capital markets to net-zero commitments, senior government officials and financial experts explored ways to support sustainable development in Asia and the Pacific during a two-day roundtable discussion in Tokyo.





	 


Publication

26 Feb 2024
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Convergent and External Validity of Risk Preference Elicitation Methods: Evidence from Viet Nam




Measuring risk preferences is crucial when it comes to determining the appropriate level of risk reduction and helping people cope with shocks in their daily lives.





	 


Publication

22 Feb 2024
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Direct Elections and Trust in State and Political Institutions: Evidence from Indonesia’s Election Reform




The effectiveness of government policies is greatly influenced by people’s trust in state and political institutions.





	 


Publication

21 Feb 2024
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Thermal Energy Storage and Cooling Load Response




Strong and effective policy interventions are essential for the deployment of thermal energy storage and demand response technologies.





	 


Publication

15 Feb 2024
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Solar Roofing: India’s 500-Gigawatt Renewable Energy Push through RESCO-Based Distributed Generation 




Achieving economies of scale in the distributed renewable energy sector is a major challenge, partly due to the lower capacity potential of installations and remote locations.





	 


Publication

14 Feb 2024
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Tuition Fee or Tuition Free? The Case of Public Higher Education in the Philippines




Enrollment in tertiary education remains a barrier for many aspirants in the Philippines.





	 


Publication

09 Feb 2024
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Socioeconomic Impacts of Coastal Tourism on Local Communities in Kuakata, Bangladesh




Tourism activities are important for sustainable livelihoods, increasing adaptive capacity, and reducing vulnerability in coastal areas.





	 


Publication

08 Feb 2024
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Did the COVID-19 Lockdown Affect Air Quality? Evidence from Viet Nam




Lockdown policies in Viet Nam inhibited both industrial production and the mobility of people, which led to a greater reduction in fine particulate matter.





	 


Publication

06 Feb 2024
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Enhancing the Impact of Capacity Development Programs for Water and Sanitation Services in Asia




Improving access to clean water and adequate sanitation is particularly crucial in Asia and the Pacific, where 1.5 billion people in rural areas and 600 million people in urban areas still lack water supply and proper sanitation infrastructure.





	 


Publication

02 Feb 2024
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Navigating WASH Challenges in Rural Areas: Peer Effects and Infrastructure




Access to piped water increases the probability that rural households in Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic will adopt modern sanitation and washing facilities.





	 


ADBI News Release

30 Jan 2024
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Developing Asia Journalism Awards (DAJA)




ADBI is resuming the Developing Asia Journalism Awards (DAJA) in 2024 to highlight the significant contribution of journalism that informs about the complex interlinkages between economic and social development and climate change in Asia and the Pacific.





	 


ADBI News Release

26 Jan 2024
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New Book Guides Policy Paths for Digital-driven Sustainable Growth in Asia 




A new book published by the Asian Development Bank Institute (ADBI) spotlights how digitalization can be harnessed to advance sustainable development amid the widening digital divide in Asia and the Pacific.





	 


Publication

23 Jan 2024
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Cloud Computing Policies and Their Economic Impacts in Asia and the Pacific




Government policies that promote cloud adoption not only improve government effectiveness but also have positive spillover effects on the rest of the economy.





	 


Video

17 Jan 2024
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Digital Transformation for Inclusive and Sustainable Development in Asia




This book provides an evidence-based policy framework and implications for economies in the region to foster digitalization and achieve their development goals.





	 


Publication

15 Jan 2024
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Remittances from Tongan Migrant Workers: Channels, Costs, and Potential Gains from Switching




Micro-level intervention on the household choice of remittance channels and providers can potentially contribute to reducing remittance costs in the region.





	 


Publication

15 Jan 2024
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Examining the Perception of Women’s Role in India’s Blue Economy: A Systematic Literature Review




In India, the perception of women’s employment and leadership may be biased due to historical ignorance of women’s abilities, the diversity of sociopolitical systems, and the gradual disintegration of social structures.
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Videos

	17 January 2024Digital Transformation for Inclusive and Sustainable Development in Asia
	28 November 20232023 ADBI Annual Conference Keynote Speech: Masatsugu Asakawa, President, Asian Development Bank
	17 November 2023Navigating Resilient Post-Disaster Recovery in Asia and the Pacific
	2 November 2023Asian Perspectives on Sovereign Debt and Managing Fiscal Risks
	12 October 2023Fostering Resilient Global Supply Chains Amid Risk and Uncertainty


See all videos







Podcast

	19 January 2024How to close the finance gap for women entrepreneurs in India
	6 December 2023How to tackle energy poverty for a just transition in Central Asia
	13 November 2023Demographic Transition and Fiscal Sustainability in Asia and the Pacific
	15 September 2023How to promote green central banking and climate-related monetary policy in developing Asia
	15 August 2023How Japan’s sanitation and wastewater management breakthroughs can be applied to developing Asia


See all episodes






  Follow @ADBInstitute View latest tweets
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About ADBI

The Asian Development Bank Institute was established in 1997 in Tokyo, Japan, to help build capacity, skills, and knowledge related to poverty reduction and other areas that support long-term growth and competitiveness in developing economies in Asia and the Pacific.

ADBI News

Subscribe to our newsletter to get the latest news and find out about our upcoming events and job openings.







Subscriber Services - Subscribe to ADB's Newsletter, e-Alerts and RSS feeds.






























